
Description
Suitable for a wide variety of smooth and synthetic leather, and for rubber soles. Not suitable for suede and nubuck. 

It provides great filling and flexibility properties, successfully promoting fluidity and a perfect uniform finish. 
Once the product has been applied, the final result hides all surface defects or scraches. 
Dried paste can be painted with the desired color for a perfect and professional finish. 

Colo rs

SMOOTH LEATHER

How to use

RUBBER

1. Clean, degrease, brush to remove dust from all surfaces to be restored.
2.  Apply with  a brush, roller or a spatula the necessary thin layers  to cover completely any holes or the scratches to be repaired.

3. Let it dry between layers for approximately one hour. It is important to not apply too much quantity of the product in each layer.

TIP 1: If you want to cover holes, to achieve a better finish we recommend using silicone release paper as support to avoid adhesion and keep the paste firm . 

4. Dilute the last layer with water to achieve a similar texture to the surface to be repaired. Apply it with a spatula or a cloth to avoid imperfections and to generate a smooth 

and homogeneous finish. 

TIP 2: To speed up the process a hairdryer can be used, however this needs to be very gently, at low temperature and 20 cm from the surface. 

We recommend to let it dry naturally.

5. Once the process is finished, let it dry for 12 hours to achieve a better mechanical properties.
TIP 3: If the quantity of paste applied is excessive, this can be removed before painting in two different ways:

a.  Sand gently with a very thin sandpaper 

b. Carefully remove the remaining paste with ethyl alcohol. 

6. Once the paste is completely dry, it can be for a perfect finish.

TIP 4: Store between 5˚C  and 35˚C, protect from heat, cold and frost.
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Leather F
Special flexible f lling paste designed to cover scratches, holes or cracks 

on leather and synthetic leather, creating a soft, adhesive and flexible layer. 

Also suitable for rubber midsoles. 

Not suitable for suede and nubuck.
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